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MARKET INSIGHT

INVESTMENT BELIEFS

For the month of April, the Investment Portfolio produced a positive return of +5.39%, underperforming the
benchmark S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index (XSOAI) which increased by +14.27%, the largest
monthly return in its history. This brings the inception return to +8.14% p.a. or +75.26% on a total return basis,
outperforming the XSOAI which has increased by +3.42% p.a. or +27.32% over the same period. In our view,
it is too early to tell whether this sharp rally is a bear market rally or the beginnings of the next bull market. The
conundrum facing investors was clearly evident in April, with high risk asset classes remaining somewhat
resilient as cheap money flooded an array of markets globally, which in our view artificially distorts the
underlying fundamental valuations of many businesses. From a portfolio perspective, there were significant
updates from three companies during the month, namely Wingara AG (ASX: WNR), Saunders International
(ASX: SND) and BSA Limited (ASX: BSA). Pleasingly the overall commentary from these releases was positive,
as detailed below.
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Investment Portfolio Performance is post all operating expenses, before fees, taxes and initial IPO and placement commissions. Performance has not been grossed up for
franking credits received by shareholders.

Firstly, Wingara provided a quarterly update to 31 March 2020, which is also their financial year end. The report
highlighted a number of key points, including a $2.8 million improvement in operating cash flows from the prior
year, record cash receipts of $10.6 million for the March quarter, and finally an increase in cash reserves to $3.5
million, which in our view places the business in a much stronger financial position. Looking forward, we expect
the harvest season for hay to be very strong due to the increased levels of rain activity that has occurred over
the past couple of months, which will lead to increased volumes and a lower price to acquire the hay. To date,
WNR has experienced only a limited impact from COVID-19, with the only disruption of any significance being
the greater lead times with regard to export logistics.
SND made two significant releases in April, the first being a company update in respect of COVID-19, noting
that to date SND has not seen any significant adverse effects and works are continuing across all projects.
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MARKET INSIGHT CONTINUED
SND also announced the signing of a major contract worth in excess of $20 million which is expected to start
immediately and continue until the end of FY21, bringing SND’s order book to $108 million. Although not
released to the ASX, the Manning River Times noted that Saunders won a tender to replace three bridges in the
mid-north coast, funded by a federal government bridge replacement program, a tailwind accentuated by the
recent bushfire events as hundreds if not thousands of bridges across Australia reach the end of their useful life.
BSA released a trading update which we believe highlights the resilience of the business model, stating that as
at the end of March the business remains on track to meet internal forecasts, despite the impact of the COVID19 lockdowns. In saying this, the BSA board decided to remove guidance as a precaution against what may
occur in the last 3 months of trading. The one area of concern for BSA is within the smallest of their business
units, being Maintain, where a number of its clients have seen a significant drop in short-term revenue which
may lead them to defer non-essential maintenance work. Offsetting this, we believe the BSA Connect division
volumes from NBN have continued to remain strong, particularly as more consumers join the network as they
work from home. Longer term we believe the maintenance work associated with NBN will increase as users
demand greater internet speeds and less downtime, particularly in locations away from CBD’s that were not
previously associated with such demand. Finally, BSA mentioned that their tender pipeline across the entire
business is strong. Over the next 6 months we would expect the company to have secured additional work with
both existing customers but also new customers i.e. Telstra, TPG Telecom and Vocus. We also expect to see
BSA make significant moves into adjacent industries where their skillset is relevant in the medium-term.

STOCK CONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
The table below lists the top 5 positive stock contributors to the investment portfolio since inception, February
2013. The stocks listed below may or may not be current holdings within the portfolio.
TOP 5 POSITIVE CONTRIBUTORS

CONTRIBUTION TO RETURN (%NAV)

BSA Limited (ASX: BSA)

18.63%

Calliden Group Limited (ASX: CIX)

11.93%

Capitol Health Limited (ASX: CAJ)

11.60%

CML Group Limited (ASX: CGR)

9.80%

Lindsay Australia Limited (ASX: LAU)

7.70%
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Important Information: This material has been prepared by NAOS Asset Management Limited (ABN 23 107 624 126, AFSL 273529) (NAOS) as investment manager of the listed investment company referred to herein
(Company). This material is provided for general information purposes only and must not be construed as investment advice. It does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular investor. Before making an investment decision, investors should consider obtaining professional investment advice that is tailored to their specific circumstances. Past performance is not necessarily indicative
of future results and neither NAOS nor the Company guarantees the future performance of the Company, the amount or timing of any return from the Company, or that the investment objectives of the Company will be
achieved. To the maximum extent permitted by law, NAOS and the Company disclaims all liability to any person relying on the information contained herein in relation to any loss or damage (including consequential loss
or damage), however caused, which may be suffered directly or indirectly in respect of such information. This material must not be reproduced or disclosed, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of NAOS.
This announcement has been authorised for release to the ASX by the Board of Directors of NAOS Emerging Opportunities Company Limited.

